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ANDHRA PRADESH CIRCLE-PA/SA EXAM -2023 
(1.) The following articles should not be posted in Letter Box 
(i) Franked Articles 
(ii) Unregistered letters sent by Courts affixed with Service Stamps 
(iii) Unregistered Parcels 
(iv) Printed Post Cards 

(A.) (i), (ii) and (iii) (B.) (i), (iii) and (iv) 
(C.) (ii) and (iii)  (D.) (i) and (iii) 

(2.) One Departmental manufactured ILC superscribed by the sender with the word "Registered" is found 
in a letter box and fee for registration has not been prepaid by means of postage stamps. How it should be 
taxed? 
(A.) "Registered should be scored out and it should be handled as "Unregistered ILC" by treating as fully 
prepaid. 
(B.) Twice the fee for registration will be levied on the delivery. 
(C.) Should be treated as Letter and single Deficiency should be levies 
(D.) Only actual registration fee will be levied on the delivery. 
(3.) Service stamps can be used 
(A.) For pre-paying official foreign mall 
(B.) For paying the postage due on inward foreign mail addressed to Government Officers 
(C.) All the above 
(D.) None of the above 
(4.) A customer wants to avail Post Box facility in a Post Office from the month of November 2022 
onwards. What is the rent for Post Box for the period up to March 2023? 

(A.) 150 (B.) 50 (C.) 250 (D.) 100 
(5.) Inland articles can be recalled, if……….. 
(A.) Prescribed fee for Recall of articles is paid by the Sender 
(B.) The article has not yet been delivered to the addressee 
(C.) Both (a) & (b) 
(D.) Neither (a) nor (b) 
(6.) Instructions received form addressee authorizing the post office to deliver articles or pay money orders 
to persons other than themselves should be treated as lapsed after a time limit of …………unless renewed 
within that time. 

(A.) 1 month (B.) 1 year (C.) 3 months (D.) 3 years 
(7.) A value-payable postal article marked "Poste Restante Is, subject to the proviso the sub-clause (1) of 
clause 194, kept in the post office to which it is addressed for a period of…………. only 

(A.) 1 month (B.) 7 days (C.) 3 months (D.) 1 day 
(8.) What is the redirection fee on inland parcels addressed to troops, when redirected to another Delivery 
P.O. within India? 
(A.) Half of the prepaid postage    (B.) No redirection fee 
(C.) Actual postage applicable for parcels   (D.) Cannot be redirected 
(9.) If any Inland Letter Card is posted infringing the conditions laid down for ILC…………… 
(A.) Single deficiency at ILC postage rate will be recovered. 
(B.) Double the deficiency at ILC postage rate will be recovered. 
(C.) It will be taxed as a letter and single deficiency at letter postage rate will be recovered. 
(D.) It will be taxed as a letter and double the deficiency at letter postage rate will be recovered. 
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(10.) Blind literature packets are exempted from payment of the following fees besides being exempt from 
the payment of postage. 
(i) Registration Fee   (ii) Air Surcharge  (iii) Fee for Acknowledgement card 

(A.) (i) only (B.) (i) and (ii) only 
(C.) (i) and (iii) only (D.) All (i) (ii) and (iii) 

(11.) Whether Inland parcel may contain any written communication inside it 
(A.) Any kind of personal communication, addressed to the addressee of the parcel is prohibited to be sent 
inside a parcel. 
(B.) A single written communication of the nature of a letter or having the character of a personal 
communication, addressed to the addressee of the parcel is permissible 
(C.) There is no restriction for sending any No. of personal written communication inside a parcel 
(D.) Written communication is permissible only for the parcels deliverable through APS 
(12.) Maximum weight of outward foreign letters is 

(A.) 1 kg (B.) 2 kg (C.) 4 kg (D.) 5 kg 
(13.) What is the minimum and maximum weight of Bulk Bag? 

(A.) 5kg, 30 kg (B.) 10kg, 20 kg (C.) 20kg, 50 kg (D.) 15kg, 30 kg 
(14.) The application for Bulk Bag System should be made to 
(A.) Director General through the Post Office where it is proposed to post such bags. 
(B.) Head of the Circle through the Post Office where it is proposed to post such bags. 
(C.) Head of the Region through the Post Office- where it is proposed to post such bags. 
(D.) Head of the Division through the Post Office where it is proposed to post such bags 
(15.) Blind Literature are also termed as 

(A.) Aerogrammes (B.) Cecogrammes 
(C.) Pecogrammes (D.) Bralllogrammes 

(16.) Among the various letter post categories, can be sent as insured in the foreign post 
(A.) Letter only (B.) Aerogramme only 
(C.) Blind literature only (D.) All the above 

(17.) Complaints about the assessment of duty are deal with only be the, 
(A.) Customs authorities (B.) Foreign Post 
(C.) Office of exchanges (D.) Sub Foreign Post Offices 

(18.) Complaints and enquiries regarding articles of letter mall and parcel mall in the foreign post must be 
submitted before the lapse of counting from the day on which the article was posted. 

(A.) One month (B.) 6 month (C.) 1 year (D.) 2 years 
(19.) Letters, printed paper and small packets, etc.. Originating abroad addressed to places in India and 
containing any article prohibited from import must be transferred to…………… 

(A.) Customs Department (B.) Airport Authorities 
(C.) Police Department (D.) Returned Letter Office 

(20.) "ParAvion" label or a stamp impression in blue bearing the words "Par Avion is used to STA mention 
(A.) By Air (B.) By Parcel 
(C.) By Sea Mail (D.) By Registered 

(21.) Films and sound or video recordings can be sent to Foreign countries as 
(A.) Letters (B.) Printed papers 
(C.) Parcels (D.) All the above 

(22.) Conditions for delivery of Outward Foreign Articles In the country of destination 
(A.) Articles are delivered according to the internal legislation and regulation and this varies widely from 
country to country 
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(B.) Indian Postal Department is not responsible for manner in which an article is delivered or returned 
undelivered, if it is done in accordance with the legislation or regulations of the country of destination 
(C.) Period of detention of undeliverable articles is governed by the internal regulations of the country of 
destination 
(D.) All the above 
(23.) "WAN" in I.T. Modernization Project stands for ……. 

(A.) While Area Network (B.) Wide Access Network 
(C.) Wide Area Network (D.) Width Area Network 

(24.) Which one of the following expansion(s) is/are not correct? 
(i) CSI- Core System Insurance Core System information 
(ii) CBS -Core Banking Solution / Core Banking Services 
(iii) CIS-Core Integration Solution/ Core Implementation Solution 
(iv) NI-Network for Internet/Nationwide Internet  

(A.) (i) and (ii) only (B.) (i) and (iii) only  
(C.) (iii) only (D.) (i), (iii) and (iv) 

(25.) Supply of Smart phones to Delivery staff under IT Modernization was in the scope of………… 
(A.) Rural Hardware    (B.) Mail Operation Hardware 
(C.) Project Arrow     (D.) Mall Network Optimization Project 
(26.) Disaster Recovery Centre (DRC) is located at……….. 

(A.) Hyderabad (B.) Chennai (C.) Mysore (D.) Bangalore 
(27.) Beyond March 2022 the Department proposes to take forward the IT Infrastructure maintenance, up 
gradation and technology refresh through the…… 
(A.) DoP IT Renovation Project 2.0   (B.) DoP IT Modernization 2.0 Project  
(C.) DOP IT-IPPB collaboration project 2.0 (D.) DoP IT Management 2.0 Project 
(28.) Internet banking services in POSB is termed as…….. 

(A.) Banking (B.) e-Banking (C.) m-Banking (D.) IT-Banking 
(29.) Objectives of IT Modernization project is to Modernize and computerize…………. 
(A.) All Department Post Offices only 
(B.) All Department Post Offices and Mail offices 
(C.) All Post Offices, Mail Offices, Administrative & other offices 
(D.) All HO’S, So’S and Bo’S only 
(30.) Which of the following is/are correct? 
(1) India post ATMs are inter-operable with Banks  
(ii) India post ATMs are inter-operable with Reserve Bank only 
(iii) India post ATMs are inter-operable with all District Cooperative societies in India 

(A.) (ii) only (B.) (i) only 
(C.) (ii) only (D.) All the above 

(31.) Expansion of  DARPAN……. 
(A.) Development and Advancement of Rural Post Office for A New India 
(B.) Digital Administration of Rural Post Office for A New India 
(C.) Digital Advancement of Rural Post Office for A New India 
(D.) Departmental Advancement of Rural Post Office for A New India 
(32.) Conducting of various trainings, workshops to prepare all the employees of the Department Including 
GDS to enable them to function effectively in IT environment are part of…… segment 
(A.) Change Management    (B.) Human Resource Development 
(C.) Training and Personnel Management  (D.) Rural Information Management Technology 
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(33.) What is the discount rate for any walk in customer, If 200 speed post articles are booked by the said 
customer in a day at a Post Office and articles are deliverable within the same PIN Code delivery Jurisdiction? 

(A.) 1% (B.) 2% (C.) 5% (D.) 10% 
(34.) To access e-Passbook facility, account holder should have………..linked with his/her Account 

(A.) Registered email ID (B.) Registered Mobile Number 
(C.) Registered Internet Banking ID (D.) All the above 

(35.) In DoP Internet Banking. Online Account opening facility is available for…… 
(A.) SB, RD, TD (B.) RD, TD, MIS 
(C.) RD, TD, NSC (D.) TD, NSC, SCSS 

(36.) Which of the following is/are not correct with respect to NEFT facility available to POSB customers? 
(i) NEFT Facility is available 24x7x365 days  
(ii) Punjab National Bank is the Sponsor Bank for providing NEFT facility to POSB Customers 
(iii) For outward NEFT transactions Initiated through Internet Banking/Mobile Banking, no charges are levied 

(A.) (ii) and (iii) (B.) (ii) only (C.) (iii) only (D.) (i) only 
(37.) Unaddressed malls can be sent through. 

(A.) Letters (B.) Logistics post 
(C.) Direct post (D.) Media post 

(38.) Concessional Registration fee for VPP containing Printed Books, the printed or stamped value there of 
docs not exceed Rs.50/- 

(A.) Rs. 1 (B.) Rs. 2.50 (C.) Rs. 10 (D.) Rs. 17 
(39.) Which of the following is/are not correct in respect of International Speed Post (EMS)? 
(i) Online track & trace facility is available for International Speed Post 
(ii) CN23 form should be signed by the sender for Booking of International Speed Post article of value SDR 
300 or above 
(iii) For loss or damage of International EMS document Value of contents or 130 SDR. Whichever is less, 
plus the postage paid. 

(A.) (ii) only (B.) (ii) and (iii) 
(C.) (iii) only (D.) None of the above 

(40.) Expansion of SPARSH in Deen Dayal SPARSH Yojana is……….. 
(A.) Scholarship for Promotion of Advanced recollection of Stamps as a Hobby 
(B.) Scholarship for Promotion of Aptitude &ResearchIn Stamps as a Hobby 
(C.) Scholarship for Philately and Advanced Research in Stamps as a Hobby 
(D.) Scholarship for Philately and Aptitude Research in Scheme as a Hobby 
(41.) Philatelic Deposit Account can be opened with a minimum deposit amount of…….. 

(A.) Rs. 100 (B.) Rs. 200 (C.) Rs. 500 (D.) Rs. 1000 
(42.) Which of the following is/are correct in respect of Western Union International Money Transfer 
Service? 
(i) Money can be sent from India to selected foreign Countries 
(ii) Maximum limit for inward International Money transfer is 2500 US Dollar per remittance transaction. 
(iii) In case of foreign tourists, even payment amount exceeding Rs. 50,000 can be paid in cash 
(iv) KYC is not required to receive amount up to Rs. 20,000. 

(A.) (i) and (iii) (B.) (ii) and (iv) 
(C.) (ii) and (iii) (D.) (i) (ii) and (iv) 

(43.) What is the name of the stamp issued on 12th October, 2022? 
(A.) Silver Jubilee of PIN CODE (B.) Golden Jubilee of PIN CODE 
(C.) Diamond Jubilee of PIN CODE (D.) Platinum Jubilee of PIN CODE 
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(44.) Under "PM CARES for Children scheme, 2021, Account will be opened in the name of a beneficiary 
with ……………. as joint account holder for an eligible beneficiary who has not attained the age of 18 years 
on the date of event. 

(A.) Concerned District Magistrate (B.) Concerned School Headmaster 
(C.) Any of the relatives (D.) Concerned Head Postmaster 

(45.) What is the fee for alteration of payee's name in e-MO? 
(A.) Half of the commission (B.) Rs.6 
(C.) Rs.2    (D.) On payment of second commission equal to first commission 
(46.) Which of the following is/are correct, in the absence of any special Instructions? 
(i) Articles superscribed "On India Government Service, and containing in the address both the name and 
designation of a public officer, should be delivered or redirected according to the official designation even 
when the person named on longer holds the appointment designated or has left the station. 
(ii) Articles superscribed "On India Government Service", which do not contain the official designation in the 
address, should be delivered or redirected according to the name of the addressee. 

(A.) Both (i) and (ii) are correct  (B.) (ii) only correct 
(C.) (i) only correct (D.) Both (i) and (ii) are not correct 

(47.) Preservation period of Nominal Roll 
(A.) Permanent (B.) 25 years (C.) 20 years (D.) 10 years 

(48.) Portfolio of a Set should be under the custody of……….. 
(A.) Head Record Officer   (B.) Head Sorting Assistant/ Mail Guard 
(C.) Sub Record Officer   (D.) ASRM/IRM 
(49.) AMPC is acronym of 
(A.) Automatic Mail Processing Centre  (B.) Automatic Mail Parcel Centre 
(C.) Advanced Mail Process Centre  (D.) Accountable Mail Process Centre 
(50.) Registered packet bags are, 

(A.) Unusual Bags (B.) Due Bags 
(C.) Due Bags, only if it is prescribed (D.) None of the above 

(51.) Who has drafted a Constitution for India in 1928 itself? 
(A.) Dr. B.R.Ambekar (B.) Sarojini Naidu 
(C.) Motilal Nehru (D.) Abul Kalam Azad 

(52.) Who is the present chairman of theRajya Shaba?  
(A.) Shri. Om Birla (B.) Smt.Meera Kumar 
(C.) Smt.Draupadi Murmu (D.) Shri. Jagdeep Dhankhar 

(53.) Which is the highest peak in the Eastern Ghats of India? 
(A.) Dodabetta (B.) Mahendragiri 
(C.) Shevroy hills (D.) Analmudi 

(54.) Tropic of cancer does not pass through which of the following state? 
(A.) Andhra Pradesh (B.) Gujarat 
(C.) Madhya Pradesh (D.) West Bengal 

(55.) Who among the following is a part of the political executive? 
(A.) District collector  (B.) Secretary of Ministry of Home affairs 
(C.) Home Minister  (D.) Director General of Police 
(56.) Who is the present Minister for External affairs of India? 

(A.) Shri. Jaishankar (B.) Shri. Rajiv Gauba 
(C.) Shri. Ajay kumarbhalla (D.) None of the above 

(57.) Which of the following is the name of the festival celebrated in Punjab during Sankranthi? 
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(A.) Pongal (B.) Bihu (C.) Hadaga (D.) Lohri 
(58.) Pingali Venkayya who designed the Indian National flag belongs to which of the following state? 

(A.) Karnataka (B.) Andhra Pradesh 
(C.) Kerala (D.) Tamilnadu 

(59.) Consider the following factors in making ethical judgment: 
1. The motive from which the action springs  
2. The nature of the act itself, including the means adopted 
3. The resulting consequences 
Which of the above factors are correct? 

(A.) 1 and 2 only (B.) 1 and 3 only 
(C.) 1, 2 and 3 (D.) 2 and 3 only 

(60.) Which one of the following built a bridge between Indian culture and Western culture? 
(A.) Swami Vivekananda (B.) Narayana guru 
(C.) Swami Sivananda Saraswati (D.) None of the above 

(61.) 26 x (-48)+(-48) x (-36) 
(A.) 480 (B.) 480 (C.) 840 (D.) -840 

(62.) ((-6)+5)  {(-2)+1} 
(A.) 0 (B.) 1 (C.) -1 (D.) Infinity 

(63.) What is the percentage of loss or profit If the land of 1000 square feet is purchased for Rs. 1000 per 
square feet and sold as follows: 
First 200 sqft @ Rs.2000 
Next 200 sqft @ Rs.1500 
Next 200 sqft @Rs.1000 
Next 200 sqft @ Rs.500 and the last 200 sqft is given free of cost. 

(A.) 100% profit (B.) 100% loss 
(C.) 1% profit (D.) None of the above 

(64.) Vishakha offers a discount of 20% on all the items at her shop and still makes a profit of 12%. What is 
the cost price of an article marked at Rs 280? 

(A.) 200 (B.) 256 (C.) 220 (D.) 224 
(65.) Find the simple interest on Rs. 48,000 for one year at 8% per annum 

(A.) Rs. 3480 (B.) Rs. 3840 
(C.) Rs. 4830 (D.) None of the above 

(66.) A loaded truck travels 14 km in 25 minutes. If the speed remains the same, how far can it travel in 5 
hours? 

(A.) 186 KMS (B.) 168 KMS (C.) 120 KMS (D.) 140 KMS 
(67.) A school has 8 periods a day each of 45 minutes duration. How long would each period be, if the 
school has 9 periods a day, assuming the number of school hours to be same? 

(A.) 35 Minutes (B.) 50 Minutes (C.) 30 Minutes (D.) 40 Minutes 
(68.) There are 100 students in a hostel. Food provision available for them is for 20 days. How long will 
these provisions last, If 25 more students join the group? 

(A.) 18 days (B.) 15 days (C.) 16 days (D.) 14 days 
(69.) Six pipes are required to fill a tank in 1 hour 20 minutes. How long will it take if only 5 pipes of the 
same type are used? 

(A.) 1 Hour 36 Minutes (B.) 1 Hour 30 Minutes 
(C.) 1 Hour 25 Minutes (D.) 1 Hour 40 Minutes 
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(70.) An Iron rod of uniform thickness of length 5.6 m weighs 2.4 kg. How much will be the weight of 5 
iron rods of the same thickness and length 8.4m? 

(A.) 18 KG (B.) 19 KG (C.) 29 KG (D.) 17 KG 
(71.) The length of the shadow of a 168 cm tall person at a particular time of day is 252 cm. what will be the 
length of the shadow of a 158 cm tall person at the same time of the day? 

(A.) 273 CM (B.) 316 CM (C.) 237 CM (D.) 238 CM 
(72.) A shopkeeper purchased 200 bulbs for Rs.10 each. However 5 bulbs were fused and had to be thrown 
away. The remaining was sold at Rs.12 each. Find the gain or loss%. 

(A.) 18% loss (B.) 17% loss (C.) 17% gain (D.) 18% gain 
(73.) Salim bought an article for Rs. 784 which included GST of 12%. What is the price of the article before 
GST was added? 

(A.) 700 (B.) 748 (C.) 712 (D.) 736 
(74.) On Sunday 845 people went to the Zoo. On Monday only 169 people went. What is the percentage of 
decrease in the people visiting the Zoo on Monday? 

(A.) 70% (B.) 60% (C.) 80% (D.) 90% 
(75.) A contractor estimates that 3 persons could rewire Jasminder's house in 4 days. If, he uses 4 persons 
instead of three, how long should they take to complete the job? 

(A.) 2 days (B.) 3 days (C.) 4 days (D.) 1 day 
(76.) A has invested an amount of Rs.2000 every month In Recurring deposit for one year. What is the 
maturity amount he gets, if the interest is calculated monthly @ 9 % per annum and added to the balance at 
the time of maturity? 

(A.) 25270 (B.) 24170 (C.) 25170 (D.) 24270 
(77.) What is the rate of interest if A has invested Rs. 10000 and got back Rs. 13000 after 3years. Interest is 
calculated at the time of maturity on Simple Interest basis. 

(A.) 10% (B.) 13% (C.) 12% (D.) 3% 
(78.) The average weight of a group of seven boys is 56 kg. The individual weights (in kg) of six of them 
are 52, 57, 55, 60, 59 and 55. Find the weight of the seventh boy 

(A.) 55 KGS (B.) 54 KGS (C.) 56 KGS (D.) 45 KGS 
(79.) The average age of three boys is 15 years and their ages are in proportion 3:5:7. What is the age in 
years of the youngest boy? 

(A.) 9 years (B.) 15 years 
(C.) 21 years (D.) None of the above 

(80.) The average of 50 numbers is 20. If two numbers 37 and 43 are discarded, find the average of the 
remaining numbers 

(A.) 19.27 (B.) 19.71 (C.) 18.71 (D.) 19.17 
(81.) FRUIT, JUICE, VEGETABLE, SOUP, FLOWER, ? 

(A.) Garland (B.) Plant (C.) Root (D.) Water 
(82.) ROSE, FRAGRENCE, BANANA, SWEET, ORANGE,? 

(A.) Bitter (B.) Sweet (C.) Sour (D.) Spicy 
(83.) PEN=#$@, PENCIL=#$@&^%, THEN CIP=? 

(A.) #S^ (B.) &^# (C.) &^% (D.) &^$ 
(84.) !@#, 123,@#$, 234, #$%,345,___, ____ 

(A.) #$%, 456 (B.) $%^, 456 (C.) 456, $%^ (D.) None 
(85.) N=Z, H=I, M=? 

(A.) Y (B.) X (C.) W (D.) F 
(86.) {},[], “”, ?? 
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(A.) ;  (B.) / \ (C.) () (D.) */ 
(87.) Gold, Gold smith: Iron, ? 

(A.) Iron smith (B.) Carpenter (C.) Welder (D.) Blacksmith 
(88.) Photosynthesis, Chlorophyll: Fire,? 

(A.) Wood (B.) Natural Gas 
(C.) Petrol (D.) Oxygen 

(89.) Earth quake, Seismograph: Storm, ? 
(A.) Thermometer (B.) Lactometer 
(C.) Anemometer (D.) None 

(90.) O=O, F=4, X=4, T=? 
(A.) 4 (B.) 2 (C.) 3 (D.) 1 

(91.) SUN, SOLAR ECLIPSE, MOON, ?? 
(A.) TIDAL ECLIPSE (B.) LUNAR ECLIPSE 
(C.) STELAR ECLIPSE (D.) NONE 

(92.) UMBRELLA=5, LEMON=3, APPLE=3, EGG=? 
(A.) 0 (B.) 1 (C.) 2 (D.) 3 

(93.) INDIA=3, NEPAL=0, SRILANKA=4, PAKISTAN=? 
(A.) 1 (B.) 2 (C.) 3 (D.) 4 

(94.) BEE=252222, SEE=82222, GHEE=?? 
(A.) 19202222 (B.) 20192222 (C.) 18192222 (D.) 17182222 

(95.) /, X, X/, XX 
(A.) XX/ (B.) /XX (C.) XX/ \ (D.) / \XX 

(96.) Complete the series 
  

 
(A.) a (B.) b (C.) c (D.) d 

(97.) Complete the series 

 
(A.) a (B.) b (C.) c (D.) d 

(98.) Complete the series 
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(A.) 1 (B.) 2 (C.) 3 (D.) 4 

(99.) Complete the series 

  
(A.) a (B.) b (C.) c (D.) d 

(100.) Complete the series 

 
  

(A.) a (B.) b (C.) c (D.) d 
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ANDHRA PRADESH CIRCLE-PA/SA EXAM -2023 
 

ANSWER 
(1.) D (2.) B (3.) A (4.) D (5.) C 
(6.) D (7.) B (8.) B (9.) D (10.) C 
(11.) B (12.) B (13.) A (14.) B (15.) B 
(16.) A (17.) A (18.) C (19.) A (20.) A 
(21.) B (22.) D (23.) C (24.) D (25.) B 
(26.) C (27.) B (28.) B (29.) C (30.) B 
(31.) C (32.) A (33.) C (34.) B (35.) C 
(36.) B (37.) C (38.) B (39.) C (40.) B 
(41.) B (42.) C (43.) B (44.) A (45.) D 
(46.) A (47.) A (48.) B (49.) A (50.) B 
(51.) C (52.) D (53.) B (54.) A (55.) C 
(56.) A (57.) D (58.) B (59.) C (60.) A 
(61.) A (62.) B (63.) D (64.) A (65.) B 
(66.) B (67.) D (68.) C (69.) A (70.) A 
(71.) C (72.) C (73.) A (74.) C (75.) B 
(76.)  (77.) A (78.) B (79.) A (80.) D 
(81.) A (82.) C (83.) B (84.) B (85.) C 
(86.) C (87.) D (88.) D (89.) C (90.) C 
(91.) B (92.) C (93.) A (94.) B (95.) A 
(96.) C (97.) B (98.) C (99.) C (100.) D 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


